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when conducting non-destructive analyses, some of the benefits of hfss over other fem/analytical
solutions include: meshes can be efficiently generated automatically using adaptive mesh refinement

seamless integration between electromagnetic 3d/2.5d solutions and rf solution full automation
including the creation of look-up tables for 3d components top-of-the-line features including a powerful

gui and integration with ansys creo full integration with the ansys ea platform includes the ability to
import 3d models, simulate and solve parts of the design as well as create mixed-technology models,
create testbenches, and export to file formats that are compatible with ansys creo. hfss can help you

create a very accurate, stable, and repeatable antenna simulation environment. in addition to the
standard wave simulation capability, the new hfss rf/antenna library provides a complete antenna
design tool, with a variety of options including impedance matching, feed line modeling, and the

ability to run em simulation from a cad topology. hfss features a powerful rf/antenna library that can
handle complex rf systems such as multiple or multiplexed antennas. it can also handle phased arrays
and multiple input multiple output (mimo) systems. the hfss multipaction solver is an advanced, high-

resolution, and user-friendly multipaction solver for modeling the breakdown of high-frequency
structures. it has been designed for use with the hfss field solver and is capable of supporting a wide
range of structures, materials, and boundary conditions. it supports a variety of input/output options,

including frequency-domain and time-domain excitation modes. it provides a number of advanced
features, including advanced simulation options, such as the ability to calculate breakdown voltage for

multiple resonant fields, and the ability to perform frequency-dependent breakdown analysis.
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the ansys hfss simulation suite consists of a comprehensive set of solvers to address diverse
electromagnetic problems ranging in detail and scale from passive ic components to extremely large-
scale em analyses such as automotive radar scenes for adas systems. its reliable automatic adaptive
mesh refinement lets you focus on the design instead of spending time determining and creating the
best mesh. it provides a 3d wave accuracy for parts to allow rf and so excessive-velocity design. with

ansys hfss 15.0.3 engineering groups obtain the finest design in a broad variety of purposes which
include antennas, passive rf/mw components, connectors, pcbs, and ic packaging. ansys hfss 15.0.3

x64 is a useful software program software that can be utilized for simulating excessive frequency
electromagnetic fields. its thought-about as an important instrument for the engineers attributable to

its gold-standard accuracy, superior solvers, and a few excessive-efficiency computing applied
sciences. it executes correct and fast design in excessive frequency in addition to excessive velocity

digital gadgets and platforms. emit works hand-in-hand with ansys hfss to combine rf system
interference analysis with best-in-class electromagnetic simulation for modeling installed antenna-to-
antenna coupling. the result is a complete solution to reliably predict the effects of rfi in multi-antenna

environments with multiple transmitters and receivers. fully coupled em simulation of the largest &
most complex systems with new mesh fusion technology in hfss mesh fusion provides best-in-class

parallel meshing technology within hfss enabling fast simulation of large electromagnetic systems. it
will help extract s-parameters of your complete system in a matter of minutes vs hours. you can

drastically reduce the simulation time and increase the simulation speed of solving large em
structures. take advantage of multiple cores available to you for simulation. 5ec8ef588b
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